Korean 50000-won banknote Design

Background and Main Characteristics

Main Feature

Background

Shin Saimdang(1504-1551) was one of the

While Korean socio-economic conditions such as prices and

prominent female artists of the Joseon

income have changed significantly, the 10000-won

Dynasty. She produced many valuable

banknote has been the highest denomination bill since

pieces of poems, works of calligraphy

1973. As the values of the current bills have become

and paintings. She is said to have

smaller compared to the scale of the economy, people have

excelled in paintings of insects and

experienced considerable inconvenience in their cash

plants, which were popular themes of a number of Joseon

transactions, and social costs such as the cost of issuing

Dynasty artists. Her calligraphic works are also highly
cashier’s checks have also increased. To mitigate this

praised, and several of her poems are widely known among

economic inefficiency and inconvenience, the BOK will now

Koreans.

also issue 50000-won banknotes, beginning from the 23rd
of June, 2009.

Additional themes
>>OBVERSE

Design Characteristics

Mukpododo (Paintings of Grapes in Ink), by Shin
Saimdang, and section from the Chochungdosubyeong (Folding Screen Embroidered Paintings of
Insects and Plants, Treasure no. 595) have been

Unlike the other denominations, the 50000-won banknote
Mukpododo

has a female portrait on the obverse and a vertical design

used.

on the reverse. Tactile features are located in the centers of

REVERSE<<

the right and left ends of the obverse. They are patterns of

Outstanding paintings from the mid-Joseon

5 raised lines to help the visually impaired recognize the

Dynasty Wolmaedo (Painting of A Mumetree) by Eo

Currency Issue Department, the Bank of Korea

Mongryong, and Poongjukdo (Painting of

110, 3-Ga, Namdaemun-Ro, Jung-Gu, Seoul, Korea

Bamboos) by Lee Jeong-have been used.

Tel 82-2-759-4114 Fax 82-2-759-4600
Wolmaedo

For more information, please visit www.bok.or.kr

denomination.

Newly adopted features
Holographic Strip

Accessibility Feature
Moving image in the striped

Novel Numbering

Tactile marks

Augumented security features
Watermark and SPAS (Special Press and Soldering)

band (Motion)
On the top, middle and bottom of the

The taegeuk pattern on the thread

The sizes of the serial numbers at the

The marks are adopted to assist the visually impaired in

Held up to the light, a hidden portrait of ‘Shin

strip, are three sets of changing

moves from side to side when the note

top left side and bottom right side of

recognizing the denomination. Each mark is composed of

Saimdang’ appears in the non- image area on the left of

images, a ‘map of Korea’, a ‘taegeuk’ (a

is tilted up and down, while moving up

the obverse increase gradually as they

5 intaglio printed lines.

two comma roundel), and ‘the four

and down when the note is tilted from

proceed from left to right.

trigrams’. When the note is tilted, each

side to side.

the obverse, and a figure, ‘5’ within the pentagon,
appears.

See Through Register

of them appears in turn.

Held up to the light, a complete
‘taegeuk’ appears, combining the
Taegeuk

map of Korea

the four trigrams

images printed on the front and
back sides of the note.

Micro Lettering
Micro lettering can be seen in the neck
band of the portrait and to the right
side of the portrait’s background on
the obverse, and in the trunk of the

neck band

background

Mumetree and the background on the reverse.

Intaglio Latent Image
When the note is tilted, the latent number ‘5’ appears.

Color Shifting Ink
When the note is tilted, the color of the
denomination numerial changes from
magenta to green.
magenta

green

